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Camp Douglas, WI - LYNXX Networks, a 102-year-old communications company in South 
Central Wisconsin has upgraded their video service with Innovative Systems MG-TV. With an 
aging video system in place, General Manager Jim Costello stated that they needed to 
provide customers more advanced time shifted viewing options like What's Hot and Restart 
TV. 

Like most video providers, LYNXX is challenged with the cost of content and the uncertainty of 
how customers are going to consume video in the future. Costello says shedding video from 
their suite of communications services is not an option. He adds that if you are in a 
competitive situation, video is a must-have service, as consumers still gravitate towards 
providers who offer bundled communication services. One key, according to Costello, is to 
have a video service that gives consumers the ability to watch content on their own terms, and 
Innovative’s features fit nicely with that need. 

MG-TV is the Future of Video                                                                                         
Costello is particularly enthused about the Multi-Generation TV concept that Innovative 
Systems brings to the table. The ability to serve HLS live streaming and traditional linear video 
off the same platform, with customers using the same mobile app, really simplifies video 
delivery. Costello agrees that consumer lifestyles and demographics play a big part in the 
consumers choice of traditional linear or app-based streaming. The ability to provision both 
from the same subscriber management system is an efficiency that can help to reduce video 
support and troubleshooting costs. 
 
About LYNXX Networks 
Founded in 1907 as New Lisbon Mutual Telephone, LYNXX Networks serves five 
communities in South Central Wisconsin with voice video and data services. You can visit 
their website at:  https://getlynxx.com/  
 
About Innovative Systems                                                                                                                                  
Innovative Systems is a leading vendor of solutions for North American communications 
providers with over 800 deployed systems. eLation™, our OSS solution, includes integrated 
billing, financials, staking, and mapping. The InnoStream™ MG-TV is our one-platform 
approach to video solutions such as Middleware, VOD, Cloud DVR, Restart TV, Live 
Streaming, Conditional Access, and the new IS-5112W set-top box.  The Innovative Systems 
hardware platforms also provide enhanced voice and hosted business solutions. For more 
information, visit www.innovsys.com.   
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